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WELCOME TO AKASHIC LIGHT  
CODE POETRY EMPOWERMENT 

 
In-depth Single Subjects by Chrissy  
to  empower and activate you for a higher timeline. 
Options: 
1) Summarised notes of your reading 
2) A short Summary plus the Light Code Poetry to read for 
a full activation 
 
WHAT’S REQUIRED FOR AKASHIC READINGS? 
-Your current full legal name + date of birth (Akashic 
guides could get confused with a similar name. Data is 
never shared).  
- Which email address is best to send your reading  
 
HOW YOUR READING IS DELIVERED 
Within 3-5 working days (often sooner!) I’m given light 
code poetry, then I type it into an email. This is approx. 7 
written pages of the poetry (vs. the notes option). 

WHAT’S LIGHT CODE POETRY? 
Light Code Poetry has rhythm like a lock and key to join 
points of cause and effect in the grid of the universal 
matrix. Once you make this link it helps to become your 
reality.  

WHAT’S AN AKASHIC READING? 
The Akashic Records are an energetic library of your origin, 
skills, lifetimes, missions, karma and healing needed.  

I connect with the Lords of Light, Angels, guides, masters, 
teachers and loved ones, which focus on realigning your 
true light using positive, divine wording.  

Akashic Readings help to activate your soul's heritage and 
skills. This is so empowering. For example, remembering 
my soul heritage helped activate skills in Akashic readings, 
art and healing.*~ 

However, no readings are alike. 
Your guides decide what level of detail is acceptable 
emotionally for you at this time and may focus on the 
mission and energies that you used, and less on the 
location (esp. energy beings such as Angelics). The poetry 
literally takes you to an energetic place, which is a 
powerful experience. Often there’s healing to realign and 
activate your soul, crucial in your journey from its depths 
into your light. 

SOUL ENERGY OF EACH LIFETIME 
Energies are unique to each origin/lifetime mission/lesson/
fulfilment and may not totally be your current soul 
signature. A signature may include energies of the 
elements, colours, animal, and even fruit, lightning, stripes 
and crystals! We have lived many lives, and our origin can 
partly make up our  signature, or not. 

SOUL ORIGINS 
Your soul origin starts when you split from god source to 
have an individual experience. This can be millions of years 
ago, but time doesn't exist. It's like going to your library and 
opening your book on a page; that's your lifetime now.  

There are literally billions of stars/planets/dimensions in 
this universe and you may NOT originate from the popular 
ones like Pleiades, Orion, Sirius, Andromeda, Lyra or 
Arcturus. Please don't be surprised if this is the case or if 
you are from another universe! You may be an energy being 
simply tapped into the matrix of divine light! I call this a 
‘thought form realm’, as that’s really what energy beings 
are. 

1) WHY DO I GET DIFFERENT ANSWERS ABOUT MY SOUL 
ORIGIN FROM DIFFERENT PEOPLE? 
First of all, is this from posting an image on social media and 
asking people in general? If they haven’t gone into your 
Akashic records, well… This may not be your origin and they 
may actually be in your huge soul group and recognise you 
from a life there. Or the hype of ‘people from Sirius look like 
that’ has got in the way. Or you may be transmitting a higher 
self (past/future lifetime) energy.  
 
Secondly, it depends on the reader’s energy, interpretation, 
specialism, guides and vibration level. We’re all viewing life 
from a different perspective. Or it may be that you started 
as an interstellar or energy being, with no specific location, 
darting all over the place! 
 
2) WHAT ABOUT SOUL GROUPS, GUIDES AND LIFETIMES ? 
We have thousands of soul buddies in various teams, 
densities and realms. We meet in lifetimes on space vessels, 
in energy form, or in physical form, then swap places and 
are helping each other today. They may show themselves as 
a form in a lifetime you had together or as a power animal.  
 
We choose many life forms - simply to expand our 
experience, or give our souls a rest. You may have started 
out in the 3rd density ~ or in the angelic realms, it doesn't 
matter, as we learn and give in all of the realms.  There is 
karma and leftover lessons from other galactic lifetimes, not 
just from Earth.  

We have 'death' experiences so that we can approach each 
life from one perspective and learn something new each 
time. For example, being born under astrological influences 
teaches us perspectives, strengths and weaknesses. Parallel 
souls from another universe also want to experience 
something new. We also have many aspects and are multi-
dimensional beings, but our earth human aspect is here, 
focusing on this lifetime.  

If your thoughts, actions and purpose is a wider scale than 
third density, then you're awake. Not all star seeds have 
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chosen to awaken now or in this life.  

Some souls come to Earth during important epochs like 
Ancient Egypt and now! ~*~ We are here to use our 
galactic skills and memories to create social, spiritual and 
environmental systems for a better Earth. Yes there are 
three waves of volunteers as Dolores Cannon said. There 
can be some overlap, and of course these can be on 
different timeline frequencies. Many of the over 50’s are 
here as way showers to raise vibrations and feed the matrix 
of divine light across the globe. Many under 50’s are here 
to break down the old systems through protest etc. Then 
our youth are here to build new systems. 

3) WHAT LIFE FORMS HAVE I HAD?  

There are billions of star systems out there! Chances are 
you’ve had numerous lifetimes in many and they feel 
familiar. These may be near or far. Examples include, Orion 
Nebula, Galactic Centre, Antares felines, Cassiopeia avians 
and lions, primordial dragons, and serpents, and winged 
lions of Eremor. What a big party for us to all come to Earth 
huh? ~*  

Lifetimes can range from a higher vibrating energy form 
to any of the lower vibrational densities.  
We do not all start in low density then ‘evolve’ to a higher 
vibrational density. However, we can integrate our 
multidimensional selves.  I have seen very old souls that 
are not spiritual or integrated ~ and this is free will ! My 
guides tell me there is only mission-lesson-fulfilment. And 
the reason? Everything is a lesson, and you’d only be bored 
if you didn’t jump back and forth after millions of years!  
 
So Many Types of Beings in all Densities! 

For example dragons occur in all densities such as 
primordial ethereal,  elemental beings, angelic as well as 
physical.   
 
Angelic Dragons, Felines and Bunnies! 
The Angelic realms are far more diverse than I ever realised 
and there are many life forms that are classed as Angelics 
by way of their Angelic mission. There are many types of 
dragon and feline Angelics for example. I’ve recently come 
across a water bunny angelic! There are also energy beings 
in the ‘Mission Realms’ tapped into the divine matrix of 
light and they can work on mapping the stars, as another 
example. It is very possible that we have had any of these 
lifetimes in the past as we change missions, lessons and 
form every lifetime.  
 
 
4) DOES A STAR SEED ORIGIN READING  CREATE 
SEPARATION  IF WE ARE ALL ONE ?  

We are all one, but discovering galactic heritage helps 

realign your strengths.  

We separated from Source to explore a creative expression 
of individuality and duality, for the rich tapestry of life. The 
idea is to have as many learning experiences so that we can 
expand our consciousness, which expands all of creation.  
There is no judgement, only perspective. 

Akashic readings help us to realise how diverse and skilled 
we are, and to dissolve egoic conditioning. These 
rediscovered skills help to fulfil our mission with a new 
confidence. It's a very empowering and enlightening 
experience.  

We also need to get used to the fact that we were also 
extra-dimensionals (ED's, formerly ETs), and there’s no 
need to be racist or fearful ~ just proud ~*~ This truly is 
the opposite of creating separation.  
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Disclaimer  
(Fraudulent Mediums Act 1951) By law, we have to state that all 
Psychics/Clairvoyant/ Mediumship Readings have been offered for 
thousands of years and many people have benefited during that time. We 
fully believe in everything we do. Our services are given with genuine and 
sincere purposes. You are reminded that psychic readings may not give 
you the results that you were looking for, as results are always difficult to 
predict and cannot be guaranteed. How you use the reading given to you 
is entirely your own responsibility. You are advised that if seeking 
information for legal, medical, mental health or financial advice then you 
should contact the appropriate professionals. By having readings and 
healing etc. you are accepting these terms and are over the age of 18 
years old. For reasons of legality, psychic readings are intended for 
entertainment purposes only. No specific results can be guaranteed 
communication with the spirit world is experimental in nature and as such 
there can be no guarantees. Any guidance given is for you to consider 
only and is not a blueprint for living. Any decisions and choices that you 
make, as a result of this consultation, are your legal and personal 
responsibility only. Both now and in the future and by booking a reading, 
you confirm that there is no mental, emotional or physical reason why you 
should not receive this reading. We reserve the right to refuse to read for 
anyone deemed either mentally or physically unfit, for example anyone 
under the influence of alcohol or drugs.  


